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PREFACE

This report is based on three papers produced l976-77:

l. SANDBERG, ULF: Vagbanekarakterisering med avseende

pa dackbuller (Road Surface Characterization with

Respect to Tire Noise). Report No 92, National

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute,

Linkoping (1976). (In Swedish).

2. SANDBERG, ULF: Dackbuller genererat av vagbanans

skrovligheter - Dackets filteregenskaper (Tire

Noise generated by the Road Macrotexture The

Tire as a Filter). National Swedish Road and Traffic

Research Institute, Linkoping (April 1976). (In

Swedish; not officially published).

3. SANDBERG, ULF: Surface Texture Parameters Influen-

cing Tyre Noise. Paper presented as a background

paper for P.I.A.R.C., National Swedish Road and

Traffic Research Institute, Linkoping (December

1977).

The measurements were made in a cooperative project

between IFM Akustikbyran AB and this institute, and

sponsored by the National Swedish Board for Technical

Development, but this report and some data processing

have been financed by the National Swedish Road and

Traffic Research Institute.
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vagtexturinducerat dackbuller - Empirisk overforings-

funktion for bildack

av Ulf Sandberg
Statens vag- och trafikinstitut
Fack

581 01 LINK PING

SAMMANFATTNING

Denna rapport ar baserad pa tre tidigare producerade

skrifter av vilka tva ar skrivna pa svenska och en pa

engelska. I viss utstrackning har text fran de tidigare

skrifterna direkt oversatts till engelska; i vissa andra

fall har analyserna och diskussionen kompletterats. Rap-

porten behandlar endast dackbuller avstralat till for-

donets omgivningar - s k externt dackbuller.

Korrelationer mellan externt dackbuller och vagbaneskrov-

lighet (makrotextur) har undersokts pa grundval av data

bestaende av uppmatta dackbullerfrekvensspektra for dack

rullande pa tre olika vagbelaggningar, och frekvenSSpekt-

ra representerande den longitudinella vagyteprofilen.

Till grund for de senare lag profilkurvor for de aktuel-

la vagbelaggningarna, vilka registrerats med hjalp av

en profilometer. Tva olika dacktyper provades; ett per-

sonbilsdack och ett lastbilsdack.

Differenser i frekvensspektra for buller jamfors med

differenser i spektra for vagskrovligheter. De differen-

ser som har avses ar mellan testade par av vagbelaggnin-

gar.

Eftersom det forekommer ett tydligt samband mellan dessa

differensspektra for ett vagbelaggningspar, dras slut-

satsen att i detta fall ar vagskrovlighetsinducerade

dackvibrationer den dominerande genereringsmekanismen.

Fran denna slutsats utvidgas diskussionen till att soka

ta fram en 5 k overforingsfunktion (frekvensrespons) for

dackets respons for vagskrovligheter. Denna funktion ar
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i verkligheten inte nodvandigtvis linear, utan den ut-

forda berakningen maste ses som en approximation.

Frekvensresponsberakningarna indikerar att det testade

personbilsdacket har sitt kansligaste omrade mellan 125

och 1000 Hz, vilket motsvarar vagojamnheter med vag-

langder 160-20 mm.

Lastbilsdacket verkar vara ungefar lika kansligt som

personbilsdacket for vagskrovligheter, forutsatt att

man kompenserar for skillnaderna i kontaktytan mot vag-

banan.

Mojligheterna att upptacka en hastighetsberoende frek-

vensforskjutning for Vaginducerat dackbuller diskuteras

utgaende fran teoretiska exempel. Det visas att fenome-

net kan upptackas endast om man anvander en periodiskt

rafflad Vagbelaggning samt ett monsterlost dack.

Resultaten stoder hypotesen att ett dack med avseende

pa vaginducerat buller kan betraktas som ett mekaniskt

filter, och att dackbulleremissionen kan till Viss del

forklaras med hjalp av denna filtermodell.
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Road Texture Induced External Tire Noise - Empirical
Frequency Response Function for Tires

by Ulf Sandberg
National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute
Fack

3-581 01 LINKGPING Sweden

SUMMARY

The report is essentially a condensation and an extended

discussion of three papers produced earlier. It is

only concerned with tire noise emitted to the external

environment.

Analyses of correlations between tire noise and road

X)roughness (texture) are made on the basis of background

data consisting of measured tire noise frequency

spectra for a passenger car tire and a truck tire

rolling on three road surfaces, as well as frequency

spectra of the longitudinal surface profile curves

recorded by a profilometer for the corresponding road

surfaces. The differential frequency spectra for noise

are compared to the differential spectra representing

the road surface texture.

As there is a distinct correlation between these

differential spectra for one pair of road surfaces it

is concluded that in this case road texture induced

tire vibrations are the dominating generation mechanism.

When this is accepted, the discussion is extended in

order to calculate the frequency response function for

the tire with respect to road texture. However, as a

reservation it should be observed that this response

is not necessary linear, and thus the calculated

response can only be considered as an approximation.

X)The considered range of roughness is explained on

page 3
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The response calculations are indicating that the

tested passenger car tire is sensitive to road texture

in the region 125-lOOO Hz, corresponding to road

irregularity wavelengths of l60-20 mm.

The truck tire appears to be approximately as sensitive

to road texture as the passenger car tire provided the

differences in contact area are compensated.

A theoretical discussion of the possibility to clearly

detect a frequency shift due to speed for road texture

induced noise, is showing that this would be possible

only for a periodically grooved pavement and a smooth-

patterned tire.

The results are supporting the suggestion that a tire

- with respect to road texture induced noise - can be

considered as a filter; consequently the noise emission

could be partly explainedby this filter model.
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INFLUENCE OF ROAD SURFACE ON TIRE NOISE

The concern for tire noise externally emitted from

vehicles travelling on roads at medium and high speeds

is growing, as it is recognized that this kind of

noise is putting a limit on the possible traffic noise

reduction at the source (ref /l/). It is a well known

fact that the road surface has a considerable influence

on the generation of tire noise, and in fact this

influence is of the same order of magnitude as the

influence of the tires. This has led to the need for

noise considerations in road construction besides all

other necessary considerations in connection with roads.

Fortunately - and in contrast to what was formerly

believed - recent work (e.g. ref /3/) has shown that

there is no general disagreement between the need for

good skid resistance and low noise. In fact there seems

to be an optimum degree of macrotexture with respect

to noise which at the same time gives acceptable skid

resistance.

PROBABLE GENERATING MECHANISMS FOR TIRE NOISE

To understand the role of the surface texture on tire

noise it is necessary to know something about the

generating mechanisms. Unfortunately this knowledge is

still very limited. However, the mechanisms considered

most probable at present can be summarized as follows:

0 Tire radial vibrations

Excited in radial direction by either tire

tread elements impacting the road or road rough

ness deforming the tire, radial vibrations in

the tire can emit noise. The latter phenomenon

is here called "road texture induced noise".
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0 Tire tangential vibrations.

Excited by stick-slip or sliding motions in the

tire/road interface, vibrations in a tangential

direction (circumferentially or laterally)

might be produced.

0 "Air pumping" in and out of the tire/road interface.

The compression and expansion of enclosed or

partly enclosed air between the road and the

tire tread, can be directly radiated as sound.

Even if the excitation would be quite "clean" the resul-

ting vibrations could be very complex and not as simple

as indicated above.

These are the main mechanisms for a dry road considered

today, but which one is dominating? The probable answer

is that this is depending on a variety of factors, such

as tire construction, road texture andvehicle speed,

and from present knowledge no general and simple rule

can be applied.

EVIDENCE OF ROAD SURFACE TEXTURE INFLUENCE ON TIRE NOISE

SPECTRUM

None of the possible generating mechanisms can be con

sidered unaffected by the road surface design. And, as

there are many mechanisms, there are many different

road prOperties (parameters) of importance. In ref /8/

is presented a list of the parameters that has so far

been reported to influence the emission of tire noise

to the external environment.

In the following the discussion is focused on only one

of the important road parameters, namely the roughness

of the road surface. The size of the roughness consi-

dered here is described by its horizontal periodicity
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and in this case covers the wavelength range 1 200 mm.

Roughness in this range is also called macrotexture.

This excludes the range considered in vehicle vibration

and comfort where the roughness is called "unevenness"

and has wavelengths above ca 300 mm, as well as the

range considered in tire rubber to-road adhesion where

the road roughness is often called "harshness" with

wavelengths less than 1 mm (microtexture). As microtex-

ture is not considered in this report, the term "tex-

ture" is often used in the following, meaning macro-

texture or roughness in the wavelength range 1-200 mm.

The roughness of a road surface can be described by

its profile curve, i.e.a longitudinal cross section in

the vertical plane. The actual profile will present a

vertical vibration excitation to the tire, especially

for a very rough textured road. It is probable that this

will produce a sound output. Evidence of this has been

presented in ref /5/.

In /5/ the frequency spectra in terms of power spectral

density (PSD) of road surface profiles are calculated

from measurements and compared to frequency spectra of

the measured tire noise emission. One example of this

is presented in fig 1 which is a comparison of the re-

lative PSD levels in octave bands for tire noise and

road surface roughness. The road surface was extremely

rough (a surface dressing with 12 18 mm chippings) to

illustrate the effect of vertical vibrations and mini

mize possible "air pumping" noise. The measure of

"roughness frequency" - called spatial frequency and

having the unit In"1 or cycles/m is the inverse of

the roughness wavelength.

_1 fS ==spatial frequency (mm1 or
fSp==A p cycles/m)

A ==wavelength (m)
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A tire rolling at the speed v (m/s) on a rough sur

face having the spatial frequency fSp (cycles/m) will

be excited by vibrations having a frequency

f = fSp-v (Hz)

Thus, for a given vehicle speed, the scale of spatial

frequency could be directly related to the vibration

or noise frequency scale simply by the factor v (vehicle

speed).

Returning now to fig 1, it can be seen that there is a

striking similarity between the roll-off in the upper

frequency range for noise and roughness. To have a more

detailed analysis,data were processed to display the

differences in both noise and roughness spectra between

the extremely rough road surface and a surface with

moderately rough surface (asphalt concrete)x. The result-

ing differential spectra are shown in fig 2.

The similarity between the two curves is very high. The

calculated correlation coefficient is 0,81 which, for

the actual 18 degrees of freedom, means a t-value of

5,9. This in turn means that the null hypothesis (no

correlation) is rejected on the 0,01% risk level. Table

1 summarizes the correlations obtained by linear regres-

sion analysis for different cases:

x For characterization of the road surfaces, refer to /5/.
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Table 1 Correlation between PSD of tire noise and PSD
of road roughness profile. Processing of data
from ref /5/. Underlined R values are signifi-
cant on the 5% risk level.

 

Compared roadsX Tire Speed R t

 

Surface dressing- Passenger 70 km/h 0,81 5,9

-asphalt concrete 90 km/h 0 66

 

Asphalt concrete- Passenger 70 km/h 0,12 0,5
-cement concrete

Surface dressing- Truck tire 50 km/h 0,49 2,5

-asphalt concrete 70 km/h 0 27 l 2
I I

 

Asphalt concrete Truck tire 70 km/h -O,ll 0,5

-cement concrete

   

 

  

 
 

xFor characterization of the road surfaces, refer to /5/\
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(PSD) of road surface profile curve and tire

noise on the corresponding road surface. Vehicle
speed is 70 km/h.
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Fig 2 Differential frequency spectra for both road sur-
face profile and noise. The difference calcula-
ted is between a rough-textured pavement (surface
dressing, chippings 11-18 mm) and a medium-textu-
red asphalt concrete pavement (chippings <12mm).

The tire is a passenger car radial tire with a
"summer" pattern. Vehicle speed is 70 km/h (19,4 m/s).
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The analysis reveals that for the passenger car tire

rolling on a rough road, there is a correlation between

PSD of noise and road roughness profile which is highly

significant. The correlation is also significant for the

truck tire on the rough road surface at 50 km/h. This

must mean that vertically road texture induced tire vib-

rations are a dominant noise source in this casex.

However, it seems less dominant for the truck tire than

for the passenger car tire.

For the relatively smooth cement concrete pavement

(compared to the asphalt concrete) the correlation is

not significant for neither the passenger car nor the

truck tire. This means that in this case some other noise

mechanism(s) than vertically road induced tire vibrations

is (are) dominant.

Note that it is probable that imprecision in measure-

ments as well as in vehicle speed determination have

decreased the obtained correlation.

X The fact that there is a significant correlation bet
ween two variables is not automatically revealing the
causal relations. In this particular case the indepen
dent variable, i e the road texture profile spectrum,
is however of such a special nature that other causes
for the correlation than a direct influence are not
plausible. It is highly improbable that the profile
spectrum - of the detailed form given here - in its
turn might be correSpondingly correlated to any other
parameter.
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ROAD TEXTURE RESPONSE FUNCTIONX

Background

 

When considering the road induced vibration theory

shown to be important, the tire could be regarded as a

system transferring the road texture input to an out-

put of emitted tire noise. The quotient between output

and input as a function of frequency can be seen as a

transfer or a response function.

This frequency response function is dependent of tire

design (i.e. is a tire parameter) and might also to

some extent be a function of speed, tire inflation and

load.

The tire can be regarded as a mechanical filter which

discriminates certain frequencies of the input and

transmits other frequencies. For a linear system the

frequency response function can be calculated from the

relation

2
x<f) = |H(f)| -G(f)
G(f) = Power spectral density (PSD) as a function

of frequency for the input signal

X(f) = D:o, but for the output signal

H(f) = Frequency reSponse function

In this case it is not probable that the system is linear,

because the tire rubber is not capable of completely

following (draping, or enveloping) the road surface

irregularities. However, for the type of broad band

spectra obtained on real road surfaces (/5/) a quite

considerable distortion can be tolerated before it shows

up in the spectra. Also, for a qualitative rather than

a quantitative analysis, it could be interesting to see

 

x This is essentially from a paper from 1976, ref /7/.
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what current results will mean in terms of tire response

to road surfaces even if there are some inaccuracies.

Therefore, with the approximation implied by considering

the tire/road contact as a linear system, the transfer

from road irregularities to emitted noise is here con-

sidered as linear for conditions not deviating too much

from the test conditions. This means for instance that

the results may not be valid for road surfaces with low

levels of macrotexture. Applied to the road-noise

problem, the above mentioned variables will stand for

G(f) PSD or road surface excitation, i e the

profile curve, frequency transformed

according to f==V°fS

X(f) = PSD of externally emitted tire noise
(observe that octave band SPL spectra
have been transformed to PSD)

|H(f)| Frequency response function (amplitude
vs freq.)

For logarithmic levels this means:

X(f) = |H(f)|2 G(f)
lO-logX(f) = 20-logIH(f)I + lO-logG(f)

20°log|H(f)| = lO-logX(f) lOologG(f)

That is; on a logarithmic amplitude scale, the response

function is obtained directly by taking the difference

in lO-log values for noise PSD and road profile PSD.

In practice there are some problems in measuring G(f)

and X(f). G(f) can be measured by the method outlined

in ref /6/, but X(f) is rather difficult to measure

correctly, because it would require a measurement of

the total power output around the tire, and conventional

tire noise measurements have a microphone position only

at one point beside the vehicle. In this respect it

would be better to use measurements of Leq during a
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vehicle coastby or averaging the levels measured at

different micrOphone positions around the tire. For

data in this report, tire noise spectra are measured

only at one point at the side of the vehicle (maximum

level 7,5 m from vehicle path during coastby), but

for comparisons with other similar measurements this

can be justified.

Empirical road texture response function for a passenger

car tire

On the basis of data from ref /5/ the frequency respon

se function has been calculated for a passenger car

tirex travelling at the speed of 70 km/h (19,4 m/s)

on an extremely rough textured road surfacexx. The

reason for choosing these parameters is that for this

tire/road combination it is expected that other mecha-

nisms than the one described in chapter 3 may be neg-

lected. This is demonstrated by the excellent correla-

tion between noise and road texture in this case.

The resulting frequency response function is shown in

fig 3. According to the figure the tire is most sensi-

tive to road texture in the frequency range of 125-1000

Hz, correSponding to spatial frequencies of 6,3-50

cycles/m or road wavelengths of l60-20mm. Above 1000 Hz

(50 cycles/m) the response is falling rather steeply,

something that also Hayden (ref /2/) concluded, although

his data were based on an acceleration input and labora-

tory measurements.

 

x Radial type, "summer" tread, size 165 SR 15.

xx 3-month old surface dressing with chippings

12-18 mm.
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If the tire response is weighted by the A-curve used in

acoustics, the dashed line in fig 3 is obtained. This

means that, with respect to subjective noise impact,

the sensitive region is 250-2000 Hz, corresponding to

road irregularity wavelengths of 50-10 mm for the

vehicle speed of 70 km/h.

If the above result could be generalized to be valid

for other tires and road surfaces, it would imply that

the region most sensitive to road texture is coinci-

ding with the spatial frequencies that are inherent in

most of the currently used road pavements due to the

aggregate sizes. This does however not mean that tire

noise is always proportional to road texture because

also other mechanisms are involved, probably having

different relations to road texture, e g air pumping,

sound absorption and tire tangential vibrations.

One possible way to reduce tire noise that is predicted

by this filter model, is to use only very small chippings

in the pavements while at the same time maintaining an

open surface in order not to produce more air pumping

noise. Also, the top surface should be as even as

possible.

Possibly "ideal" would be an open graded pervious road

pavement including chippings less than 8 mm. When

grooved cement concrete pavements are considered, it

would be preferable to use narrow grooves at small

distances rather wide grooves at greater distances

(an example is given in ref /5/). It is fully recogni-

zed that there are other aspects than noise to consider

for a road constructor and it is probably very difficult

to maintain a sufficient wear resistance when only small

chippings are used. Therefore it seems feasible also to

investigate if the tire construction can be altered in

order to change the sensitive response range towards

lower frequencies.
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Fig 3 Frequency response for the tested passenger car

radial tire when excited by the rough-textured
surface dressing. Response is calculated as (dB)
difference between output PSD (noise) and input
PSD (road texture). The dashed line is showing
the response weighted by the A curve used in

acoustics. 70 km/h.
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Fig 4 Frequency response for the tested truck tire com-

pared to the passenger car tire, when excited by

the rough-textured surface dressing. 70 km/h.

Note that:

1. Other noise than induced by road texture may

influence the truck tire curve. Thus the shown

curve can be seen as an upper limit.

2. Curve for truck tire has been corrected -3 dB
to compensate for the estimated difference in

contact area (it is supposed that excitation
energi is proportional to contact area). The

curves are thus "normalized" to the same con-
tact area.
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Empirical road texture response function for a truck

 

tire

For the truck tirex a corresponding response function

will have a greater uncertainty, because more mecha

nisms than one might be active even on the extremely

rough surface. Taking this into account, the calculated

 

"response" can be considered as an upper limit, because

 

irrelevant noise will only increase the "response"

(fig 4). Especially at high frequencies (above 1000 Hz)

it is probable that the response to road irregulari

ties is less than indicated in fig 4.

In the figure the response curve was corrected by -3 dB

to compensate for the estimated difference in actual

tire/road contact area between the twin truck tires and

the passenger car tire (the excitation energy is suppo-

sed to be proportional to the contact area). The result

means that for the same contact area, the truck tire is

appearing to be approximately as sensitive to road

texture as the passenger car tire. Of course this may

not be regarded as representative of the difference

between passenger car and truck tires in general, but

only for the tested types.

 

x Twin mounted Firestone Transport Heavy Duty, 10.00-
20, 14 ply (diagonal, combined rib block pattern).
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The filter model

 

The results are supporting the suggestion that a tire,

with respect to road texture induced noise, can be con-

sidered as a mechanical filter. As it is not probable

that the tire/road contact is linear, this filter may

have unlinear amplitude characteristics. For the time

being it is not known the extent of this possible unlin-

earity and how to handle it.

Despite this, the filter model - even if linearity is

limited to a certain amplitude range of road texture -

may be included in a more complex model explaining all

possible tire noise generating mechanisms.

Possible applications of the tire road texture response

function

Knowledge of the tire road texture response function can

be beneficial for the following reasons:

0 It is possible to calculate which Spatial frequen-

cies of the road macrotexture that are important

and should be included when characterizing the road

surface. The inverse of the response function might

also be used as a weighting function in order to have

a weighted total value representing the road sur-

face with respect to its noise influence. Of course

it must be supplemented by considering other gene

rating mechanisms.

0 Knowledge about how road parameters should be chosen

in order to have optimum noise suppression is gained.
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o The same is valid for how the tire response should

be altered in order to have the greatest possible

mismatching between road roughness and tire response.

Frequency shift for changes in speed

 

Referring to former statements, the road texture induced

noise should have its frequencies proportional to ve-

hicle speed. Experimental data verifying this is how-

ever still missing. One possible exception might be

ref /4/. Other experiments have also indicated frequen-

cy shift with speed, but due to the patterned test tires

this is equally or more probable to be due to noise ha-

ving its origin in the tire tread pattern.

In the following it will be illustrated that frequency

shift of road texture induced noise can be detected on-

ly for special pavements such as periodically grooved

concrete.

Assume that tire noise is measured on three pavements

whose profile spectra have the forms shown in fig 5.

Profile no 1 is approximately corresponding to the

smooth pavement measured in ref /5/ and profile no 2

approximately corresponding to the rough pavement in that

reference (and used previously in this report). Profile

no 3 is a theoretical example meant to represent a

periodically grooved concrete pavement. Also assume

that the tire has the response function of fig 6. For

these assumptions the road texture induced noise will

have a spectrum looking like fig 7. From this it is

obvious that frequency shift will be clearly noticeable

only for the road pavement having a pronounced peak in

its profile spectrum.

It is worth noting that for the assumed conditions the

overall level of noise is increasing 3-7 dB for a doubling
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of speed according to this filter theory. This is due

to the shifting of excitation frequency range with the

increased speed. It could also be expressed as a "better"

matching of tire sensitivity to road texture. However,

there might be also other speed dependent factors like

increasing tire/road impact speed.
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Fig 5 Assumed spectral characteristics for three
hypothetical road surfaces, used in example for

demonstration of frequency shift with speed.
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Fig 6 Assumed frequency response function for the tire
used in example for demonstration of frequency
shift with speed.
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Fig 7 The resulting hypothetical tire noise response to
different road surfaces (assumed characteristics
of fig 5 and 6) when other sources than road tex-

ture induced vibrations are neglected. Demonstra

tion of speed influence; speeds 10 m/s (36 km/h)
and 20 m/s (72 km/h).
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CONCLUSIONS

1. A correlation study has shown that road surface mac-

rotexture induced vibrations in the tire,resulting

in emission of noise,is a primary generating mecha-

nism for a radial passenger car tire with "summer"

tread rolling on a rough-textured road. For a smooth

textured road this mechanism is not important.

The same generating mechanism is detected for a tes-

ted diagonal truck tire rolling on a roughvtextured

road, but there are indications that also other

mechanisms are important.

The frequency response function for a passenger car

tire has been calculated using empirical data. For

the tested tire/road combination the response is

falling off above 1000 Hz.

The corresponding response function for a truck tire

was calculated. The validity is however more uncer-

tain, and it can only be concluded that the truck

tire response per contact area unit seems to be

approximately equal to that for the passenger car

tire.

A theoretical discussion of the possibility to clear

ly detect a frequency shift with speed for road tex-

ture induced noise, is showing that this would be

possible only for a periodically grooved pavement

and a smooth-patterned tire.

The presented filter model predicts that road tex

ture induced noise is increasing with 3 7 dB per

doubling of speed due to "better" matching between

tire and road for typical road pavements. Other

additive effects of speed gradients may occur.
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